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Host–Guest Chemistry

Redox-Active Supramolecular Heteroleptic M₄L₂L′₂ Assemblies with Tunable Interior Binding Site

Raoul Plessius,[a] Vera Deij,[a] Joost N. H. Reek,*[a] and Jarl Ivar van der Vlugt*[a, b]

Abstract: Three Pt₄L₂L′₂ heteroleptic rectangles (1–3), containing ditopic redox-active bis-pyridine functionalized perylene bisimide (PBI) ligands PBI-pyr₂ (L) are reported. Cobalt(II) pyridine ligand over its longitudinal axis (Npy–Npy), due to increased distance between the PBI-surfaces, which is corroborated by VT-NMR measurements and DFT calculations. The intramolecular motion entails desymmetrization of the two PBI-ligands, in line with cyclic voltammetry (CV) data. The first (overall two-electron) reduction event and re-oxidation for 1 display a subtle peak-to-peak splitting of 60 mV, whilst increased splitting of this event is observed for 2 and 3.

Introduction

Coordination chemistry provides tools for the construction of well-defined multinuclear architectures that offer functionality by means of their shape, that is, the presence of some sort of cavity that may be used to encapsulate a guest molecule. The simplest of these are two-dimensional multinuclear species that form Euclidian geometries, such as triangles, squares and related shapes. Over the last decades, numerous MₓLᵧ metallo-squares have been synthesized. There are examples of homoleptic squares using a single ditopic ligand based on porphyrin,[1] perylene bisimide[2] or 4,4′-bipyridine frameworks.[3–5] By using two different ligands in a single assembly, heteroleptic MₓLᵧL′ₓL′ᵧ analogues are accessible that offer more control over the dimensions of the molecular assemblies.[6–10] To date, supramolecular interactions and host-guest chemistry with 2D architectures is relatively limited in comparison to 3D-analogues. This is particularly true for heteroleptic versions of these molecular assemblies, despite their relative ease of synthesis compared to 3D-derivatives that contain more than one type of organic strut. Furthermore, heteroleptic derivatives in principle allow for more precise tuning of the inner cavity space by varying the length of the second organic strut (Scheme 1).

The incorporation of redox-active components into self-assembled assemblies has recently received attention, as it provides an entry to control chemical events[11] and may be relevant for sensing applications.[12] We recently demonstrated how the integration of two different types of redox-active ligands enables the reversible storage of up to 16 electrons in a Fujita-type 3D supramolecular assembly.[13] The dimensions

![Scheme 1. Formation of homo- and heteroleptic supramolecular 2D assemblies, with the latter allowing for facile tuning of the inner cavity space by manipulation of length of the blue strut.](image-url)
and geometry of these cages led to completely independent switching of the three redox-events. However, in light of potential sensing or separation applications, it can be of interest to develop systems wherein redox-events are not independent and thus may be influenced and tuned in subtle ways, for instance by guest encapsulation. Such an arrangement is more easily realized in stimulus-responsive 2D-architectures, opening up the possibility of combining (known) photosophysical or electrochemical properties with encapsulation behaviour, particularly in the context of installing redox-responsive motifs. This requires access to an easily variable and versatile platform, understanding of the ensuing intramolecular as well as host-guest interactions and of the potential influence of size on the response upon applying an external stimulus.

The redox-activity of perylene bisimides (PBIs) is well-established, with two reversible one-electron reduction events localized at the central conjugated aromatic unit within these systems. The motif is amenable to versatile functionalization at for instance the N-termini, which makes it an interesting building block for use in macrocyclic and supramolecular chemistry, also because (non-)covalent linkages are relatively remote from the redox-site. The group of Würthner has demonstrated the formation of covalent cyclophanes and related macrocycles bearing two linked PBI units and has explored the host-guest chemistry and photochemistry of these assemblies. Furthermore, coordination of pyridine-appended PBIs to PtII afforded a homoleptic molecular square that retained its PBI-centered fluorescent and electroactive properties upon assembly. They also proposed a staggered orientation of both aromatic fragments to be the thermodynamically most favourable conformation, which would allow the two PBI-fragments to undergo a “flipping” motion. This was supported by variable temperature NMR (VT NMR) data, showing coalescence of the PBI-hydrogen signals at high temperature as a result of rapid motion of the square. Only one example of self-assembly of a heteroleptic PBI-containing molecular assembly exists, to the best of our knowledge. Strikingly, the potential interplay between host-guest chemistry properties and built-in redox-responsive character of molecular squares is relatively unexplored to date.

Herein, we show the synthesis and electrochemistry of heteroleptic M4L2L’2-type molecular rectangles bearing redox-active PBI-based ditopic pyridyl linkers (L). Tunable mutual proximity of these redox-loci, by virtue of the variable dicarboxylate (L’) strut length, creates a binding pocket for planar aromatic molecules via π–π interactions. Moreover, the strut length influences the redox-properties of empty molecular squares, as a result of rotational motion of the PBI-based struts. We also report on the electrochemical response of the supramolecular assembly in the presence of guest.

Results and Discussion

Synthesis of empty heteroleptic molecular rectangles 1–3 and binding of pyrene

The redox-active linker PBI-Pyr3 was prepared in five steps from commercially available starting materials, using a reported method. Heteroleptic assemblies 1–3 were assembled using three different dicarboxylate spacers—terephthalate (tp), 2,6-naphthalenedicarboxylate (np) and biphenyl-4,4’-dicarboxylate (bp) (Scheme 3). Reaction of PBI-Pyr3, the sodium salt of the respective dicarboxylate spacer and cis-[Pt(PET3)2(OTf)2] in a H2O/acetone (1:4) mixture for 4 hours at 75 °C and subsequent work-up produced the desired complexes as microcrystalline red solids that were fully characterized using multinuclear NMR spectroscopy and high resolution mass spectrometry. Literature suggests that heteroleptic complex formation may be favo-
The well-defined intramolecular PBI-PBI distance was established. and linkers as measured for intramolecular PBI-PBI coordination site, and most signals reveal the expected downfield in CHCl₃ trans 7.08 and 1.46 ppm in CD3CN, a binding constant of 964 ± 55 M⁻¹ was established. 

Supporting Information) confirmed that the fluorescence of the neutral pyridyl. 

Fluorescence spectroscopy (see the Supporting Information) confirmed that the fluorescence of the neutral pyridyl. 

Figure 1. 3D modelled structures of 1–3—NMR spectroscopy. 

The ¹H NMR spectra for free 1–3 reveal the expected downfield shifts for the pyridyl hydrogens in all three assemblies, resulting from coordination to the Pt⁴ cornerstones. Only minor electronic changes were anticipated for the remaining hydrogens within the ligand framework upon complex formation, given the distance from the Pt⁴ coordination site, and most signals indeed show only minor shifts. However, the aromatic PBI-hydrogens shift rather differently in the three heteroleptic species. For the smallest rectangle 1 the two doublets assigned to the PBI backbone are found at δ 8.79 and 8.67 ppm, whereas for the largest rectangle 3 these signals shift upfield to δ 8.47 and 8.13 ppm, respectively (Δδ 0.32 and 0.54 ppm compared to 1, Figure 2). Moreover, the signals do not only shift upfield, but the signals of these aromatic hydrogen atoms shift relative to each other. In the free ligand, these PBI-hydrogens overlap to form a quasi-singlet (Δδ 0 ppm), while for 1 the splitting between the two doublets is Δδ 0.12 ppm and for 3 the splitting is almost three times larger (Δδ 0.34 ppm). Similar shifts are observed for the naphthalene-based rectangle, fol-

Figure 1. 3D modelled structures of 1–3 highlighting the intrinsic spacer length (O–O distance) of the tp, np and bp linkers as measure for intramolecular PBI-PBI distance.

Figure 2. ¹H NMR zoom of the aromatic region of (top to bottom) free PBI-Py₃ and rectangles 1–3 in CD3CN, demonstrating splitting and upfield shifting of the PBI-hydrogen signals as a function of dicarboxylate spacer length.
ollowing the trend and falling in-between the terephthalate- and biphenyl-based rectangles in terms of chemical shifts.

The observed shifts of these aromatic signals in the $^1$H NMR spectra with increasing dicarboxylate spacer length are hypothesized to relate to increased rotational freedom of the PBI fragments. This could manifest itself in either one of the following two dynamic movements: i) The supramolecular assembly either exhibits “flipping” between two different staggered conformations (Figure 3, top), analogous to the system described by Würther,[24] or ii) the PBI-pyr$_2$ ligand rotates along its longitudinal axis ($N_{\text{pyr}}-N_{\text{pyr}}$ axis). In the latter case, the two aromatic PBI hydrogens $H_{\text{inner}}$ and $H_{\text{outer}}$ each experience a different ring current shift due to the neighbouring aromatic system, explaining the respective upfield shifting of both signals. Calculations suggest that for 1 a mutual parallel orientation is most preferred. The proximity of the two PBI systems in rectangle 1 virtually prevents rotation of one unit relative to the other (Figure 3, bottom). In complex 3, the increased distance between both PBI fragments creates a larger pocket that results in more rotational freedom of the PBI unit, in line with the larger shifts observed in the NMR spectrum.

To further study the dynamic behaviour, the largest heteroleptic molecular rectangle 3 was probed between 30°C to −80°C using variable temperature NMR (VT-NMR) spectroscopy in CD$_2$Cl$_2$ specifically monitoring the relevant aromatic region. The two doublets at δ 8.47 and 8.13 ppm significantly shift downfield to δ 8.70 ppm, close to the shift observed for the free ligand (δ 8.82 ppm) (Figure 4). Moreover, the decrease in temperature only has a minimal effect on the shifts of all other signals, indicating that the observed downfield shift for the PBI-hydrogens is at least partly innate to the system and not solely related to temperature. The original spectrum with two clearly separated doublets is regenerated upon reheating an NMR-sample of 3 to room temperature, demonstrating its stability. For comparison, the VT NMR spectra of 1 over the same temperature range showed a linear downfield shift for both doublets with temperature of only about 0.1 ppm (see Supporting Information). These observations show that the smaller assembly is minimally affected by the decrease in temperature as a result of the already close-packed PBI-motifs. The observed coalescence at low temperature is suggestive of a rotating movement rather than the twisting motion observed in Würther’s cyclophane system. Molecular modelling data suggest that both conformations of the rectangle structure, that is, i) two PBI-ligands in “parallel” orientation and ii) PBI-ligands in a “rotated perpendicular” conformation, co-exist at r.t., with the former being energetically favoured. According to the VT NMR spectroscopic data, these systems are in rapid exchange, as a single set of signals is observed. The two sharp doublets observed are a result of the difference in shielding of the aromatic protons upon rotation of one PBI ring toward the aromatic surface of the second PBI ring, whereas these protons have the same chemical shift in the free building block. At lower temperature, the equilibrium between the two conformations is shifted to the more stable “parallel” form, resulting in the gradual disappearance of the contribution of the “rotated” conformer to these aromatic signals. Broadening of the signals may also indicate a change from rapid to slow exchange on the NMR time scale (as observed for PBI-pyr$_2$ and 1), associated with coalescence at even lower T.

**Electrochemistry of Empty 1–3**

Redox-active perylene bisimides are capable of reversibly accepting two electrons at mild potentials. Cyclic voltammery (CV) was used to determine i) to what extent the redox-properties of the free PBI-Pyr$_2$ ligand (Figure 5, blue line), are conserved in the heteroleptic rectangle 1 (Figure 5, black line), ii) whether there is any notable influence of the proximity of two PBI-motifs and iii) if the pyrene guest has an influence on the redox-active properties of the assembly. At first glance, the cyclic voltammograms of both free PBI-Pyr$_2$ ligand and 1 in di-
chloromethane\textsuperscript{[25]} showed two reduction events ($E^1_{1/2} = -1.05$ V, $E^2_{1/2} = -1.3$ V), assigned to the PBI·-PBI$^-$ and PBI$^-$·PBI$^{2-}$ redox couples, respectively.\textsuperscript{[26]} Assuming that these events occur simultaneously in both PBI-fragments present in assembly 1, these redox events involve transfer (or storage) of four electrons, going from parent [Pt$_4$(PBI-Pyr)$_2$L$_2$]$^{4+}$ via [Pt$_4$(PBI$^-$·Pyr)$_2$L$_2$]$^{3+}$ to the neutral [Pt$_4$(PBI$^{2-}$·Pyr)$_2$L$_2$]$^{0}$ complex. However, closer inspection revealed that the first reduction wave for 1 and its corresponding re-oxidation wave are both best described as a combination of two separate events that are split by 60 mV. This is most clearly seen after convolution of the original CV spectrum (Figure 5).

Rectangles 2 and 3 also undergo two fully reversible reduction and re-oxidation events of the PBI-motifs in CH$_2$Cl$_2$. Surprisingly, whereas 1 only showed minor splitting of the first redox-wave ($\Delta$E = 60 mV), significant peak potential differences are observed for the rectangles based on np ($\Delta$E = 192 mV) and bp ($\Delta$E = 239 mV). Deconvolution of the individual waves reveals that in both cases the ratio between the first event (at $E^1_{1/2} = -0.86$ V for 2, $E^1_{1/2} = -0.83$ V for 3) and the subsequent two events is 1:1:2 in surface area (Figure 6 and Figure 7). Firstly, this confirms overall four-electron processes in both cases, refuting the possibility of a new redox-event occurring with these two systems. Secondly, this suggests that the first redox event relates to a single-electron transfer process, going from [Pt$_4$(PBI-Pyr)$_2$L$_2$]$^{3+}$ to a ligand mixed-valent\textsuperscript{[27]} [Pt$_4$(PBI$^-$·Pyr)$_2$L$_2$]$^{2+}$ complex, containing one non-reduced PBI-unit and one mono-reduced PBI-unit. Thereafter, a second single-electron process reduces this species ($E^2_{1/2} = -1.07$ V for 2, $E^2_{1/2} = -1.08$ V for 3) to [Pt$_4$(PBI$^-$·Pyr)$_2$L$_2$]$^{1+}$, which is quickly followed by a two-electron reduction to the fully reduced, neutral [Pt$_4$(PBI$^-$·Pyr)$_2$L$_2$]$^{0}$ complex.

When comparing the convoluted cyclic voltammograms of all three heteroleptic assemblies, a clear correlation between the first overall two-electron reduction with spacer length is observed, with increased size leading to larger splitting into...
two single-electron events (Figure 8). Contrastingly, the second two-electron reduction at $E_{1/2} = -1.20\text{ V}$ appears independent of spacer length. The observed correlation between redox-event splitting with increased cage size seems counter-intuitive, as an increased intramolecular PBI-PBI distance should lead to decreased electronic communication and repulsion upon reduction. However, as determined by NMR spectroscopy (vide supra), a large intramolecular distance between both aromatic systems induces more rotational freedom in the overall system, whereas the smallest rectangle based on terephthalate linkers confines both PBI units to a near-stacking geometry. Hence, rotation may induce chemical inequivalence of the two PBI units or increase chemical communication, inducing an electronic dependency in the reduction of both fragments.

Electrochemistry of heteroleptic molecular rectangle 1 in the presence of pyrene

To probe the effect of a guest molecule on the redox-properties of the host, the cyclic voltammetry of 1 was measured in the presence of pyrene in MeCN. Host 1 showed an appreciable binding interaction with this guest, as evidenced by the NMR experiments. Stepwise addition of pyrene (between 0–30 equiv) to a solution of 1 in MeCN (at 1 mM concentration, that is, four times as high as used for the NMR-based binding study; see Supporting Information for details) whilst measuring the CV after each addition led to the data displayed in Figure 9. The peak potentials of the two one-electron reduction events ($E_{1/2}^1 = -0.9\text{ V}$, $E_{1/2}^2 = -1.1\text{ V}$) clearly shift closer together with higher guest loading. The first event displays a maximum anodic shift of 46 mV while the second event shifts cathodically by up to 47 mV. Shifting concurs with pyrene binding, with 92% occupancy reached after addition of 18 equivalents of pyrene (Figure 10).

Although the CV solution is gradually being diluted by the addition of the pyrene stock solution, the current measured during the re-oxidation event—again observed as a sharp signal—steadily increases, concomitant with a cathodic shift of
the peak potential. Plotting the peak potential versus the equivalents of pyrene added to the mixture reveals an interesting S-curve instead of an exponential curve anticipated for equimolar host-guest binding (Figure 11). This likely relates to the adsorption of the doubly reduced $^{1+}$ onto the electrode, as is also observed in the experiments in absence of pyrene, which affects the encapsulation process (or vice versa). Importantly, the electrochemical experiments clearly illustrate that the redox properties of a supramolecular host can directly be influenced by a guest molecule that binds in the cavity of the assembly.

Conclusions

Three new heteroleptic $\text{ML}_4\text{L}_2^-$ rectangles 1–3, based on dicarboxylate struts with different size, were synthesized and fully characterized using $^1\text{H}$, $^{13}\text{C}$, $^{31}\text{P}$ NMR spectroscopy and high-resolution mass spectrometry. Self-assembled system 1 binds pyrene with an association constant of 964 $\pm$ 55 M$^{-1}$, whereas the larger system 3 only shows weak interaction with this small aromatic guest ($K_{\text{assoc}}$ of 48 $\pm$ 2 M$^{-1}$). The higher binding in 1 is a result of the close proximity of the PBI-fragments, which allows ditopic binding, that is, sufficient $\pi$-$\pi$ interactions between the aromatic guest and both PBI units of the host.

Probing the redox-properties of 1–3 by cyclic voltammetry revealed that each PBI-fragment in the assembly can be reversibly reduced by two electrons, resulting in the overall injection of four electrons into these supramolecular heteroleptic assemblies. Cyclic voltammetry in CH$_2$Cl$_2$ reveals spacer length-dependent splitting of the first reduction event, converting this overall two-electron process into two single-electron processes. Upon moving from the shortest strut $\text{tp}$ via $\text{np}$ to $\text{bp}$, the observed peak potential difference between both one-electron processes is 60, 192 and 239 mV, respectively. This increase in electronic communication in assemblies in which the distance between PBI-fragments is larger can be explained by rotational freedom of the PBI-pyr ligand over its longitudinal axis, leading to interactions between the two units. In line with this, the $^1\text{H}$ NMR spectra show upfield shifting and splitting of the PBI-hydrogens as a result of the intramolecular PBI-PBI interactions, which is larger for the larger rectangles.

Electrochemical experiments with 1 in the presence of pyrene as guest show that the reduction potentials are influenced by the binding event, which may provide a basis for electronic sensing applications. In addition, the binding properties of these assemblies may be redox-tunable, which eventually could lead to switchable host-guest chemistry.
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Figure 11. Peak potential of the sharp back oxidation during cyclic voltammetry of 1 in MeCN plotted versus the equivalents pyrene added to the mixture.